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1. PLAY ORDER 

 

Rules say 

The first section to activate is always the section where the Leader chit is placed. Then, the next active section is identified by 

moving backward along the track starting from the Leader chit until the next section occupied by one or more cars that still have to 

take their turn. 

That seems to suggest that a car ahead of the leader (on the track, i.e. about to be lapped) may move directly after the leader has 

moved if they are overtaken. Is this correct? 

 

That’s correct! 

A car ahead of the leader (on the track, i.e. about to be lapped) may move directly after the leader has moved if they are overtaken. 

The "trick" here is that the rule sentence above applies every time you want to activate a new section. You always start from the 

section with the Leader chit. Always! After the Leader has moved, you start again from the section where the Leader chit is placed. 

Immediately! 

 

Assume this situation: the Leader laps a purple robot in a straight section after performing a Leader check and spending his last 

movement point. Next to play is the purple robot but because robots never try to unlap it will not move and basically skip its turn.   

 

Correct! See example below. 

 

  
 

 

 

Fig 1 

First section to activate is A. Leader moves and lap the purple 

robot in section D finishing his movement in section E 

Next section to activate is E. None else is behind the Leader in 

this section, so activate the next one. 

Next section to activate is D. The purple robot moves just 1 

section and stops behind the Leader (because robots never try to 

unlap themselves). A real shame for the purple robot as it had a 

+2 trajectory bonus.  

Next sections to activate will be B with blue moving before the 

red. Finally section C will activate and the yellow robot will take 

its turn. 

 

See also the example at page. 13 of the rulebook. Fig 2 - here 

notice how after the Leader moves, the next active section is N 

(and not B). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 1.2 

1.3 
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2. TRAJECTORIES 

 

If a car has moved and landed on a trajectory spot, It can NEVER be forced from that spot can it? Even if another car subsequently 

overtakes it in that sector during that turn? 

 

Correct. If a car on a trajectory point is overtaken just place the car partially in front to indicate it is ahead. 

 

Are the trajectory bonuses on the grid available at the start or at a restart? 

 

No. But they are available to cars occupying them in the turn after the start/restart. 

 

When a car re-enters from off-track can he use any free trajectory spot available in the re-entering section? 

 

No. In order to use a trajectory spot you must have occupied this at the end of your movement in the previous turn. 

 

3. STRATEGIES 

 

Lucky Strategy: When two cards are drawn with the same movement value you qualify for a special track card, however you have 

to reveal the cards to the other players to prove this. Can you hide the other elements of the card you select so players can't see 

what potential benefit you might have? 

 

You have to show the two cards fully. Can't hide part of them. 

 

Balance strategy: when using a red track card on a red trajectory DOES trigger the trajectory bonus? DOES score a special? 

 

Yes, it triggers a trajectory bonus (as per normal rules) 

No, you don't score a SPECIAL when playing a Speeding card on the red trajectory 

 

Chase strategy: how do you take the card played by the chased player if there is a lapped car in between? The card played by the 

chased player will be in the discard pile covered by cards played by the lapped driver. 

 

Usually lapped cars are robots that don’t play cards. However the chasing player can ask the chased one to put his movements 

cards on the side so that at the beginning of his turn he can draw one of those if he wishes so.   

 

Chase strategy: can I chase a player who is further ahead? In ther words, suppose I am 3rd, can I skip the 2nd and chase the 

Leader? 

 

No, you can only chase the car directly in front of you, ignoring any lapped car in between.   

 

Chase strategy: in all those cases where I cannot draw the movement card played by the chased player, am I obliged to draw from 

the top of the discard pile?  

 

No, you may either draw from the top of the discard pile or from the race cards deck.   

 

Banging Wheels strategy: can I use the +1 at the start in order to move 1 section more? 

 

No. You can use the +1 to make one overtake without spending movement points. 

 

Banging Wheels strategy: the text on the strategy chit suggests that the strategy gives a benefit also when overtaking on straights? 

 

The text on the chit should read ”Easier overtaking on start, braking, corner, +3 contests". Banging wheels offers no advantage 

when overtaking on a straight. 

 

4. ROBOTS 

 

Robots do not pay MP when overtaking other Robots in straight sections... but they stop anyway in Brake and Corner if they find 

another Robot there, correct? 

 

Robots stop immediately when they have no movement points left. 

When a robot enters a corner or a braking section,  
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if there are humans, a robot loses all its remaining movement points; therefore a robot stop immediately when entering these 

sections. 

If there are robots only, the robot does not lose movement points (robots ignore each other) and will continue to move like if the 

section were empty (assuming he has enough movement points to do so). 

 

If a robot reaches a braking section where another robot is, does it lose any remaining movement point? 

 

No. Robots ignore each other. Treat the section as empty. 

However if a human is also in the same braking section that normal rules apply and the robot must stop immediately losing any 

remaining movement point. In the Advanced Game the player controlling the orange flag can force the robot to attempt a Late 

Braking. 

  

If a robot reaches a straight section with a human and a robot and has 1 movement point remaining, does it overtake the human? 

 

It depends on the relative positions of the human and the robot in the section. 

The general rule is that a robot continues to move and overtake as long has enough movement points to do so. As soon as the 

movement points are over, the robot stops. 

Let’s have a look at both cases. 

If the order is human – robot – approaching robot, then the approaching robot overtakes the other robot without spending any 

movement point (they ignore each other) and then the remaining movement point to overtake the human. 

If the order is robot – human – approaching robot, then the approaching robot overtakes the human spending its last movement 

point and then stops. 

 

5. WEATHER CHANGES 

 

At the start the black pawn is positioned on either Rain or Dry. The Check factors on the cards never position it in Uncertain 

Weather.  Rules however say that If the weather is uncertain they select the type of tyres matching the closest stable weather 

condition on the Weather table. How can the weather be uncertain at the start? 

 

It refers to new tracks which can have uncertain Weather at the start. 

 

During the race with Uncertain Weather Robots do not pit to change tyres. The rules however say that When the weather 

conditions change from dry to rain or vice versa, all robots immediately take a pit stop to fit the right type of tyres. 

How can the weather change directly from dry to rain?  

 

Weather never changes directly from Dry to Rain or viceversa. The rule really means that 

When the weather conditions change from uncertain to rain or uncertain to dry, all robots immediately take a pit stop to fit the right 

type of tyres (if they have the wrong ones). 

 

If I have hard tyres and play a card that shifts the weather from Uncertain to Dry, do I move with the penalty or the new weather 

conditions take effect immediately and I can move with no penalty? 

  

Movement takes place after all the effects of the movement cards have been resolved, so you move with no penalty. 

 

If I have soft tyres in uncertain or rainy weather conditions, can I still use the +1 bonus of the tyres? 

 

Yes, you can. 

 

6. PIT STOP 

 

After moving backwards x spaces for a pit stop, can a player "land" on a trajectory starting point and gain that bonus when his turn 

resumes? 

 

If there is a trajectory point free in the arriving section after the pit-stop you can certainly occupy it. The only requirement is that 

you take the last place in the section if there are other cars. 

 

After a Pit Stop, when the turn order gets back to the driver in the pits, is he deemed to be on the track already or does he need to 

use a movement point to get onto the track section he stopped at.  

 

Each game turn represents one or more full laps of the track. Therefore, even if you are taking a pit stop, you have all the time to 

pit and get back on the track at full speed. 
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If a car takes a pit stop while the Safety Car is on the track, it is moved in last position, ok. But what happens to the empty section 

he was originally occupying? 

 

At the beginning of the next game turn all cars are repositioned at 1 section distance between them and the empty spot 

disappears.  

 

Can a player with the PIT-STOP Skill taking the pit while the Safety Car is on the track still draw the 2 track cards provided by the 

Skill? 

 

No, all Skills and Strategies are inactive while the Safety Car is on the track. 

 

Can a player embark more than 10 turns of fuel when pitting while the Safety Car is on the track? 

 

Yes. He can embark as much fulels as he likes and still be placed in last position without further penalty.  

 

When repairing damage at a pit stop, the red discs goes back to the reserve or are removed from the game? 

 

They go back in the reserve, therefore lowering the probability that someone can draw a permanent damage.  

 

7. MISCELLANEOUS 

 

Tyre chips: What happens when a car runs out of tyre chips? 

 

You cannot move using cards that require you to pay tyre chips.  

Nevertheless to say, if you have the Save Tyres strategy you save 1 tyre chip and may still be able to play some cards. 

 

Track cards: When using one of those for a check, a contest or for paying tyre points, does the car need to be in the specific corner 

as well? 

 

Nope. But note that some cards double their contest value if used in the specific corner. 

 

Track cards: can I use a track card for finishing my movement i the braking section before the corner specified on the card and then 

try a Late Braking to enter the corner section so satisfying the requirements for using that track card? 

 

No. Before using a track card you must be sure that during your movement you will use at least one section of the associated 

corner.  

 

Safety Car: The rule states; 

The white Safety Car is positioned in the section where the Leader is placed right in front of him. The other cars are positioned 

behind the Leader according to their relative position at one section distance between them, so nullifying any gap accumulated so 

far. 

Surely this doesn't mean that cars are placed, one per section along the track behind the leader? This seems to contradict the 

statement about nullifying the gap and be the opposite of what happens in real F1. 

 

That's correct. Cars are placed one per section along the track behind the leader. With "nullifying the gap" rules mean that if you 

were, say, 5 sections behind, now you are only 1 section behind the car in front. Really it means that all gaps are now reduced to 1 

section only. 

 

In a Corner section there are 2 cars in order of play after a contest. The first car does not move (ie.he passes). 

Can the second car overtake the first car and continue moving or it's blocked? 

 

Car behind is blocked. 

Remember that each game turn represents one or more laps of the track. The car ahead has not been very fast and has managed to 

slow down his opponents right behind. 

This is the danger of losing a contest. If you don't overtake when you have the chance than you may remain stuck behind. 

 

When finishing in a braking section with zero movement points, can you attempt a Late Braking? 

 

Yes 

 

If the Leader fails a Leader check in a braking section for lapping another car, can he attempt a Late Braking? 

 

No. A Late Braking must be declared immediately when entering the braking section. You cannot start lapping in the section and 

then depending on the outcome to roll back and declare a Late Braking. 
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If the Leader attempts a Late Braking in order to lap one or more cars, does he need to pass a Leader check too? 

 

No. Leader check is not required when lapping via a Late Braking or a Contest. Only when lapping during movement. 

 

I am confused. Do I need to check every turn? 

 

No. Check is only required in four cases as indicated in the table at pag. 8 and pag.23 (play aid): check required by a movement 

card, check required by a Leader lapping attempt, check required by a Late Braking attempt, check required along the off-track 

trajectory.  

 

What is the purpose of the grey and green car icons printed along the off-track trajectory? 

 

Green icons represent a re-entering point from an off-track trajectory. Grey icons are only cosmetic. 

 

In the Advanced game, re-entering from an off-track trajectory costs 1 movement point. But what happens if I have accumulated 

additional movement penalty along the off-track trajectory? 

 

You deduct all penalties from the total movement value of the cards you have played in the turn. Eventually you may score zero or 

a negative movement value which means you just take the last position in the re-entering section. 

 

8. CONTEST: GENERAL 

 

The pair of cards played in a contest does not follow the 1+X or 2+2 rule, right? You can play any pair you like? 

 

Correct 

 

9. CONTESTS INVOLVING ROBOTS AND HUMANS 

 

I am confused about contest situations with multiple cars. How do you establish who will participate and who will not? 

 

Contest declarations always starts from the last car in the corner and moving upwards (reverse race order).  

So, take the last car in the section, 

 if this is a robot he will declare a contest only if there is a human in front. 

If this is a human, ask him if he declares a contest. 

Done? Move to the second last car in the section 

if this is a robot he will declare a contest only if there is a human in front or the car behind has already declared a contest.  

If this is a human, ask him if he declares to participate in the contest. 

And so on, until all drivers have made their statement. 

 

Whoever does not participate in the contest is moved behind maintaining their relative positions. All others will battle for position. 

 

 

Still, I do not understand how contest works when robots are involved. 

 

The rule for overtaking in corners when robots are involved basically states that robots always try to overtake humans and robots 

always defend from humans trying to overtake them. Therefore:  

in a corner section with only robots, no contest takes place. They simply ignore each other. 

in a corner section with robots and players,  

- If at least one robot is behind a player, then this robot immediately declares a contest in the attempt of overtaking the 

player in front.  

o If the player defends than at this point all robots participate (because now the robots in front are under threat) 

o If the player does not defend, the robot coming from behind passes him and nothing else happens.  

- If there are no robots behind a player, it is up to the player to decide what to do.  

o If he declares a contest, all robots in front of him participate trying to defend. 

o If the player does not declare a contest everything stays quiet i.e. no contest takes place. 

 

The examples below should clear any doubt. 
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Fig. 2 

Section A:  

No contest takes place. There are only robots there. Purple goes first, then yellow and finally black. 

 

Section B:  

If green player declares a contest, all cars participate because the green is threatening both yellow and purple robots, so they react 

playing the contest. 

If the green player does not declare a contest, then none participate cause yellow and purple robots does not have to defend. 

 

Section C:  

Yellow declares a contest in order to overtake the blue human in front. Black robot also has to participate to attack the human in 

front. If human in front defends all cars participate. If human does not defend than no contest takes place, black and yellow move 

ahead and the human gets the last position. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 

Yellow declares a contest to attack the blue human ahead. Purple does the same. If the blue human declares to participate in the 

contest then all robots get involved. If he denies then no contest takes place. He is overtaken by the purple and the yellow in this 

order, black remains in the lead.  
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10. CONTESTS INVOLVING LAPPED CARS 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 

The Green player (Leader) is chased by a black robot and is in a corner section with a lapped yellow robot. 

Here we have a mix of lapped and not lapped cars, humans and robots. How do you deal with this? 

The rule basically states that robots do not defend in a contest against cars that try to lap them. 

Starting with the car in last position: The Black robot declares a contest to overtake the human in front (Green). The Green player 

decides to defend declaring a contest. Yellow denies the contest as robots do not defend from lapping attempts and is moved 

backward. Black and Green play the contest. 

 

 

  
 

Fig. 5 

Red player is in the lead. In the same corner section there are 

two lapped yellow robots and the Green player aggressively 

chasing the red. 

The Green player declares a contest. Yellow are lapped cars and 

do not defend. The Red is in the lead, he would like to defend 

against the Green but he has just a few cards in his hand and 

 

Fig. 6 

Red player is in the lead. In the same corner section there is one 

lapped purple robot, a yellow robot and the Green player. 

The Green player declares a contest. Yellow also participate 

(wants to attack the red and wants to defend from the green). 

The purple robot is lapped, so declines the contest and is moved 

backward. Red has a difficult choice: if he refuses the contest he 
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decides to decline participating in the contest. Red and the two 

yellow are moved behind the Green in their relative positions. 

Green freezes his contest cards and takes the Leader chit. 

is overtaken by the yellow and the green; if he joins the contest 

he will have to freeze two of his cards with still no guarantee 

that he will remain the lead.  

 

 

11. CONTESTS INVOLVING CARS THAT HAVE TAKEN THEIR TURN ALREADY 

 

 

Fig. 7 

This is the same case as in the rulebook at page 12.  

 

Blue and Green do not play a contest. 

The relevant rules is mentioned at page 11. 

“It may happen that, based on the play order, a driver takes his 

turn after having been lapped, or that in the same section there 

are cars that have already taken their turn and cars that have 

not. These situations are normal and those cars who have not 

moved yet take their turn trying to un-lap themselves if they 

have enough movement points to spend or battling between 

them if not stopped by drivers who have already moved.” 

 

In a corner section, cars that have still to move do not play a 

contest if separated by cars that have already played their turn. 

It is like if the Red car has cut the corner section in two separate 

sub-sections. 

The typical situation when this happens is when some cars in a 

corner are lapped and others are not. The rule prevents that a 

lapped car attempts a contest against a car that has not been 

lapped yet.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


